SHAKER’S KIA CASE STUDY

A FOURTH GENERATION
“MOVER SHAKER” LEADS
HER FAMILY’S 85-YEAR-OLD
CONNECTICUT AUTO GROUP
INTO THE 21ST CENTURY

Lindsey Shaker, Digital Marketing Manager
Shaker’s Kia, Watertown, CT

“More eyes on more VDPs equals more cars sold. Just having the exposure over that many different
sites that LotLinx gives us is incremental, especially when we consider how little it costs.”

The Shaker family is in its 85th year in the car business. Since Joseph Shaker began fixing trucks
as a sideline in the 1930s, four generations of Shakers have been stewards of a brand that now
includes multiple dealerships in Connecticut and Massachusetts. Joseph’s granddaughter Lindsey
describes herself as a “Shaker in training,” but she might be better described as a “Mover Shaker.”
She’s responsible for the group’s digital marketing after having worked in many other key business
capacities. Since taking on the role, her goal has been to strike the right digital formula – one that
will drive additional website traffic, expand VDP views
and direct customers to the inventory for Shaker’s Kia
in Watertown, CT.

events and seeing LotLinx ads online and in print, she
decided to visit the website and was impressed with
what she found.

Lindsey has left few stones unturned in her efforts
to keep cars moving at the dealership. Under her
direction, Shaker’s Kia uses traditional marketing
techniques including newspaper and TV advertising,
but Lindsey has directed most of the marketing budget
into the digital domain. Paid search engine marketing
such as Google AdWords, display networks and thirdparty websites are all part of her program to attract car
shoppers to inventory.

After receiving a live demo, Lindsey realized that
LotLinx offered key advantages over third-party
and other SEM solutions. Because LotLinx works in
partnership with hundreds of automotive sites, she
recognized that her dealership would enjoy exposure
to vast numbers of high-potential leads. And because
shoppers are sent directly to VIN-specific vehicle
detail pages, Lindsey knew Shaker’s Kia wouldn’t be
fishing in the same pool with local competitors.

In Lindsey’s opinion, one of the most difficult
challenges in automotive retailing is determining
what’s driving visitors to the website and how likely
those visitors are to turn into car-buying customers. To
try to track down where her customers are coming from,
Lindsey relies on customer relationship management
software (CRM), Google Analytics and other tools.
One conclusion she came to through this process
is that sites like Autotrader and Cars.com aren’t as
advantageous as they used to be for bringing in quality
traffic online. But if not them, then what?

DILIGENT RESEARCH YIELDS RESULTS:
A NEW MARKETING SOLUTION
Lindsey’s research efforts eventually led her to LotLinx.
Having heard the “buzz” about LotLinx at dealer
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Best of all, Lindsey learned that LotLinx only charges
$3.99 per shopper no matter how many times that
shopper looks at the VDP. She learned that LotLinx
doesn’t aggregate. Instead, through laser-targeted
shopper tracking and display advertising, it delivers
high-quality leads directly to a dealership’s VDPs.
LotLinx only targets consumers who have begun to
look at specific examples of an automobile make and
model. Therefore, when an online car shopper clicks
on a deep link in a LotLinx display, odds are firmly in
the dealer’s favor that the shopper will be interested
in what he or she finds given that they’ll not only see
the make and model of car they’re looking for, but one
that’s available in their local area.

“I’m not going to figure out
how to save the digital
world, but maybe I can
shed some light on how
to move at least one car.
That’s all it takes is just
one car, and then one car,
and then one car.”

MAKING THE SWITCH TO LOTLINX
Having reduced spending on third-party lead contracts,
the Shaker management team saw an ideal opportunity
to invest a little in the LotLinx targeted car shopper
platform. At that point, some of the dealership’s
inventory was spending a long time on the lot before
selling, so there was a real need to be proactive.
Early results with LotLinx were encouraging, with preowned vehicles in particular moving more quickly off
the lot. Lindsey realized she had a level of control
that simply was not achievable with third-party lead
websites. She also realized that funneling leads
straight to the Shaker’s Kia website – straight to
examples of vehicles potential shoppers were in the
market for – wasn’t the only value LotLinx provided.

SERVICE MATTERS:
“LOTLINX IS THE UN-VENDOR”
As important as results are, Lindsey also values the
importance of service and support when dealing with
a digital services provider. The overriding impression
she has of LotLinx is that the team behind the product
is truly committed to putting power back in the hands
of dealerships. Whenever she needs support, it’s
readily available and provided in a manner aligned
with LotLinx’s promise of dealer-centricity.

Another aspect of LotLinx Lindsey really appreciates,
as someone who believes in vendor transparency, is
the back-end solution and reporting capability. LotLinx
provides the business intelligence to ensure that
dealers can validate their marketing effectiveness and
evaluate ROI through factual analysis, not guesswork.

BENEFITS BY THE NUMBERS
Since they started working with LotLinx, the Shaker
family has seen the advantages of VIN-specific
advertising and shopper-tracking firsthand at their Kia
franchise. These are some of the positive results the
dealership enjoyed in just one month, June 2015:
• 23% increase in sales velocity on used cars
• Close rate lift of 87%
• 30-day reduction in days on lot
• 285 car shoppers arrived on dealership VDPs
via LotLinx
Shaker’s Kia had already seen proof of LotLinx’s
effectiveness in May, when a total of 129 car shoppers
visited VDPs on the dealership’s website through
LotLinx, compared with just three who came from
conventional SEM efforts.
In summarizing the overall benefits that Shaker’s Kia
has derived from its engagement with LotLinx, the

STRAIGHT TO THE VDP
“Basically, in my own words, people are looking online. Say they’re
looking for a 2012 certified pre-owned Optima. They use whatever
search venue they decide to use and instead of going to the vehicle
display information on a third-party website, LotLinx brings the
consumer straight to the vehicle display information on our website.”
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Like Shaker’s Kia, other Kia dealers around the U.S. are successfully using LotLinx to drive traffic to their VDPs and
accelerate sales. Below is an aggregate look at Days on Lot for Kia dealers using LotLinx vs. Kia dealers who aren’t.

Source: Year to date, 2015, January-May sales, LotLinx dealer national VIN database. For custom reports for your dealership or market, contact us to set up a complimentary demo.

following key advantages stand out for Lindsey Shaker:
• Increased number of high-quality leads
• Substantial reduction in digital marketing costs
• Reduction in Days on Lot (DOL), particularly for
pre-owned cars
• Greater dealership control over low-funnel shopper
information and management
• Vendor transparency
• Dealer-centric service and support

EMPOWER YOUR DIGITAL MARKETING
WITH LOTLINX
Now there is a digital marketing solution that offers
real results, visible return on investment and true
dealership empowerment. The automotive retail
industry has long needed a change in the way digital
marketing opportunities are leveraged and, finally,
that change has arrived. No wonder close to 1,500
car dealerships across the United States including
Shaker’s Kia have already discovered the LotLinx
difference.

“You guys are just seriously awesome.
Thank you, thank you, thank you. You are the un-vendor – a true partner.”

LOTLINX: TRANSFORMING DIGITAL AUTOMOTIVE RETAIL
To set up a meeting with a LotLinx consultant, go to www.lotlinx.com/schedule
For general information, call 1 800 625 LINX or visit www.lotlinx.com

LotLinx, Inc. 3675 Mt. Diablo Blvd., Suite 300, Lafayette, CA 94549
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